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Nurture
Engage
Repeat
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1. Introduction
At Saltburn Learning Campus we believe that we are “all learners, always learning”. A learner’s
behaviour is the attitude they develop towards themselves, others and their learning. We aim to
guide and support our learners in developing the characteristics which will enable them to be
lifelong learners who are happy, successful and contribute to a sustainable community. Positive
behaviour is a choice that young people make through the modelling of the adults around them. As
such this policy provides guidance for staff, parents and carers about creating high expectations and
a strong positive behavioural ethos in which the learners thrive.
The aim of this school policy is:
 To develop in learners a sense of self-discipline and an acceptance of responsibility for their
own actions.
 To create conditions for an orderly and safe community in which effective learning can take
place, in which there is mutual respect between all members, and where there is proper
concern for the environment.
 To ensure that our learners can all reach their full potential in an environment this nurtures
them, and enhances their attitudes to their own responsibilities.
As we are all learners, always learning our campus values are embodied in the following principles;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Listen – we explore new information and respect others
Enable – we inspire others to realise their potential and empower future leaders
Accept – we accept our responsibilities to ourselves, others and the community
Reflect – we look back, so we can move forward
Nurture– we support others, regardless of difference, showing kindness and care, allowing
us all to shine
Engage - we commit to being fully in the moment and developing self-discipline
Repeat – we demonstrate resilience and a growth mind-set, persevering when challenged

These principles underpin the Huntcliff Standards. These standards guide students to make the
right choices and aim to make every day at school the best it can be.
Huntcliff Standards
 Our behaviour and interactions reflect how much we value everyone who makes up our
school community. We will always be polite and use good manners, move sensibly around
the building, show respect and value for our environment and show tolerance for different
attitudes and perspectives.
 Our behaviour and interactions reflect how much we value our environment. We will work
together to ensure that our school facilities have no litter or damage and are clean and tidy.
 Our behaviour and interactions reflect the fact that we want to succeed. We will always try
our best and challenge ourselves, listen to the ideas and opinions of others to help us further
develop our own and have a resilient attitude to challenge.
 Our presentation and organisation help us to succeed. We will always wear our school
uniform with pride, be organised and be well equipped for school.

To ensure students meet these standards Huntcliff School has several non negotiable expectations
(see Appendix 1).
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2. Rewards
The majority of the time students behave in completely desirable ways. We aim to encourage good
behaviour as opposed to placing the emphasis on bad behaviour. A wide range of positive strategies
are used to encourage students to behave well with staff highlighting all aspects worthy or praise
academically and behaviourally.
Students are rewarded in lessons through the school commendations system. Commendations are
awarded to students for effort and progress as well as wider participation in extracurricular events.
Once students receive a certain amount of commendations these can be exchanged for a Huntcliff
School gift voucher. These can then be spent on a range of rewards which are reviewed by the
school council bi-annually. These currently include:
o Online store vouchers e.g. iTunes, Amazon, Google Play, Playstation and Xbox
o Stationery
o Memory sticks
o Sporting equipment i.e. footballs, table tennis sets, Nerf balls etc
o Year Team Leader organised reward events
o Annual reward visits and curriculum days
o Y11 Prom and Leavers hoodies
Outstanding achievements by students are celebrated regularly within year group and whole school
assemblies. These can include: success in inter school competitions, success at a sporting event
when representing the school, excellence in a particular area of performing arts, or other notable
achievement.
We also recognise the importance of attending school regularly. As such we run in school
competitions for form groups to win rewards if their attendance is above a certain value each half
term.
We also celebrate outstanding student achievement and progress through our annual
presentations evenings. This is when parents and carers are invited to celebrate with us. The Junior
Awards Evening (years 7, 8, 9 and 10) occurs in July with the Senior Awards Evening (outgoing year
11) taking place in October.
3. Uniform
We encourage our students to take pride in their appearance. Students are expected to follow the
school uniform standards (Appendix 2) at all times throughout the school day. Failure to adhere to
the policy will result in the student spending the day in the Focus Room. This will continue for every
day of the infringement until the infringement has been rectified.
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4. Behaviour systems
Sanctions will be imposed if students do not comply with the Huntcliff Standards or non negotiable
expectations.
Behaviour systems in classrooms
We follow a stepped approach to behaviour which is visible in all classrooms.
Step
1

2

3

4

Behaviour/ Consequence
Verbal warning – student warned
next step is to enter formal
behaviour system

Recorded Sanction
No

Failure to meet school expectations D1 on
PARS
Repeated failure to meet school
expectations
Continued failure to meet school
expectations

Call back – student expected to
see the member of staff at some
point during the day to discuss
behaviour.

D2 on
PARS

Subject detention awarded.

D3 on
PARS

Removed from lesson to the Focus
Room.

Staff may award a D3 straight away to a student if they display any of the following behaviours:





Refusal (refusal to comply with any instruction given)
Dangerous behaviour
Direct swearing at staff
Aggression/ violence towards staff or students

Behaviour systems in the Focus Room
Whilst in the Focus Room there are clear expectations of students’ behaviour. Students are
expected to:







Complete a reflection sheet.
Stay in their seat unless instructed otherwise by the supervising member of staff.
Be silent at all times.
Complete the work that is set for them.
Put their hand up if they wish to speak.
Follow instructions at all times.
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As in classrooms, a stepped approach is used to manage behaviour in the Focus Room. This is clearly
on display in the room:
Behaviour/
Consequence
Disruption - Verbal
warning
Repeated
disruption
Continued
disruption
Persistent
disruption
Further persistent
disruption

Recorded Sanction
No
F1 on
PARS
F2 on
PARS
F3 on
PARS
F4 on
PARS

Complete another period in the Focus Room
Remain all day in Focus Room/ If p6 complete p1-4 and lunch
next day
Executive Headteacher to consider fixed term exclusion
(student will be expected to complete a full day in the Focus
Room on return to school if they are excluded from the Focus
Room due to inappropriate behaviour).

All unacceptable behaviour will be shared with parents through the pastoral teams or via PARS
Insight. Parents will be informed and may be invited in to school to discuss incidents involving their
child.
Pastoral Support Plan (PSP)
In some cases and for students who persistently disrupt learning through their behaviour it may be
necessary to implement a PSP. A PSP is set up when a child is at risk of permanent exclusion. This
may involve the Local Authority Pupil Inclusion Officer. The PSP ensures that all parties are clear on
expected behaviour and the consequences for not adhering to the plan are clearly outlined.
Further actions will be implemented where there are serious concerns regarding incidents or
persistent low level disruption which affects teaching and learning. These include 






Fixed Term Exclusion.
Permanent Exclusion.
Consideration of alternative educational provision outside of Huntcliff School.
Consideration of a period of respite outside of Huntcliff School.
Consideration of an extended period of time in the Focus Room.
Student placed on school report for a period of time.

5. Detentions
Parents and carers should be aware the DfE supports the Education Act of 2011 by stating “schools
don’t have to give parents notice of after school detentions or tell them why a detention has been
given”.
At Huntcliff School however we wish to work with parents in the best interests of the students and
so where ever is reasonably possible the school will attempt to give parents/carers 24 hours notice
of a detention. This is so parents and carers can continue to support school as agreed in the home
school agreement (see Appendix 3) which is signed by parents and carers when their son/daughter
begins their education at Huntcliff School.
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If a student receives a subject detention they are expected to arrive on time on the day they are
instructed.
Failure to attend a subject detention will result in a student receiving school detention for one hour.
School detention runs on Tuesdays 3:10 – 4:10.
Failure to attend a school detention results in a student receiving a senior leader detention for one
and a half hours. Senior leader detention runs on Thursdays 3:00 – 4:30.
Failure to attend a senior leader detention results in the student spending the following day in the
Focus Room. The student will then be expected to attend the senior leader detention at the earliest
possible date.
If a student owes more than one detention the school reserves the right to give detentions as it
sees fit until the student has completed the necessary time owed.
6. Incidents during unstructured time / offsite Incidents
During unstructured time (travelling to and from school, break, lunch and movement around
school between lessons) students must meet the Huntcliff Standards and follow the non
negotiable expectations. If students do not meet these expectations sanctions will be applied.
Inappropriate behaviour during unstructured time
Students will be detained during lunchtimes for a number of days at the discretion of the school.
Out of bounds
Students are clearly informed of areas that are out of bounds around the school site. If a student
goes out of bounds they will detained during lunchtimes for a number of days at the discretion of
the school
Smoking
Students are not permitted to bring smoking materials or nicotine products to school. This includes
but is not limited to cigarettes, e-cigarettes, vapour cigarettes, tobacco, cigarette papers, lighters,
matches, flints and pipes.
Staff reserve the right to search students, their lockers and personal belongings if they have
reasonable suspicion a student may have any of the above materials (see point 10. Confiscation of
inappropriate items/Use of reasonable force).
If a student is found to have any of the above materials on their possession these materials will be
confiscated and placed in the main office to be collected by a parent or carer. They will not be
returned to the student by a member of staff in school. Parents/carers will be informed of the
incident and the student will receive an appropriate sanction.
Depending on the nature and amount of material confiscated the sanction could range from
detention during break and lunchtime for a period of time that the school feels is appropriate to
time in the Focus Room or a consideration of exclusion.
Offsite incidents
Offsite incidents of non-criminal inappropriate behaviour and bullying which is witnessed by staff
members or reported to the school will be investigated and parents/carers contacted regarding
their child’s/children’s behaviour. This includes the use of social media. (p9 of Behaviour and
discipline in schools January 2016)
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Use of social media inside and outside of school
If an incident occurs on social media that causes distress or disruption to a student in school, then
action will be taken against the individual/ individuals who have been involved; even if the initial
incident occurred outside of school hours. School sanctions will be applied to the
individual/individuals involved as appropriate. The school will also consider contacting
parents/carers to inform them of the incident and consider contacting the police as appropriate.
7. Bullying
Behaviour of one individual or group towards another individual or group which causes distress can
be classified as bullying. This behaviour can include, but is not limited to, racism, homophobia,
transgender discrimination, and any other form of discrimination, and physical, verbal or online
activity which causes distress to another person. The school may consider a single incident bullying
behaviour.
Any incidents which the school feel is a bullying behaviour will be dealt with seriously. Sanctions
will be applied to the individual/individuals involved as the school see fit. For further information
please see the SLC anti bullying and racism policy.
Where an incident occurs outside of school which may have an impact on an individual in school,
we would encourage parents and carers to contact school with information. Parents and carers
should inform the Parent Liaison Officer or Progress Year Team Leader for their son/ daughter's
year group. The school will respond in an appropriate manner which is supportive of making young
people safe in school. Regarding incidents which occur online or through social media please see
guidance above in section 6.
8. Mobile phones and electronic devices
Mobile phones, iPods, personal electronic devices and the current range of multimedia devices
have the capacity to store, send and receive video footage, photographs and audio tracks.
Students should be aware that storing inappropriate or offensive material on a device that is
brought into campus creates the chance that other students may view or listen to them.
Where a device is used inappropriately in campus, and is confiscated, the campus reserves the
right to view/listen to such material when investigating serious incidents with up to 3 days to give
sufficient time to investigate any such offensive material. Action may be taken on the content of
such material.
Students should think very carefully before recording, sending or receiving anything that may
cause offence to students, their parents or teachers, or bringing such images into campus on their
mobile /multimedia devices.
If a student uses or has their mobile device on display during the school day it will be confiscated
by a member of staff. If it is the first incident of this kind the student will be able to collect their
mobile device from the main office at the end of the day. If it is the second such incident or more
a parent/ carer or appropriate adult identified by the parent or carer must collect the device from
the main office.
A mobile device will not be returned to a student in person. A phone call or note from a
parent/carer to give permission to return the phone is not acceptable.
For further information regarding the campus acceptable use policy (AUP) see Appendix 4. For
further information regarding online safety see the campus online safety policy).
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9. Truancy
A student is classed as truanting if they are not in their timetabled lesson without permission from
a member of staff. This includes inside and outside of the school building. If a student is found to
be truanting the school will apply appropriate sanctions.
If the student is absent from their timetabled lesson and cannot be found in the school grounds the
school will contact parent/carers and police to inform them that the student is missing.
See separate attendance guidance on the SLC website regarding lateness to school.
10. Confiscation of inappropriate items / Use of reasonable force
School retain the right for staff to confiscate items from students which fall into two legal provisions.
(See Page11 of Behaviour and discipline in schools January 2016) These two categories are General
power to discipline – and Power to search without consent. Confiscated items may be retained by
staff in the main office and collected by the student and parent at the end of the day. Any
prohibited items will be passed to the appropriate external agency and parents/carers will be
contacted.
School implement a minimal force policy. However, in exceptional circumstances school retain the
right for staff to use reasonable force in the following circumstances –





To prevent students committing an offence
Injuring themselves or others
Damaging property
To maintain good order and discipline in the classroom

School will follow the guidelines in ‘Behaviour and Discipline in Schools January 2016’ and Use of
Reasonable Force – advice for school leaders, staff and governing bodies
The ability to give consent may be influenced by the child’s age or other factors. DfE Guidance 2014
Searching, Screening and Confiscation states:
“Headteachers and staff authorised by them have statutory power to search pupils or their
possessions, without consent, where they have reasonable grounds for suspecting that the pupil
may have a prohibited item. Prohibited items are:
 Knives and weapons
 Alcohol
 Illegal drugs
 Stolen items
 Tobacco and cigarette papers
 Fireworks
 Pornographic images
 Any article that the member of staff reasonably suspects has been, or is likely to be, used to
commit an offence, or
 To cause personal injury to, or damage to the property of, any person (including the pupil).
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Headteachers and authorised staff can also search for any item banned by the school rules which
has been identified in the rules as an item which may be searched for”.
Staff members may use common law to search pupils with their consent for any item. They may:
 Ask any student to turn out their pockets
 Search and students bag or locker
 Require a student to remove outer clothing including hats, scarves, boots, coats and scarves.
Students’ possessions will only be searched in the presence of the student, another member of staff
and a member of the senior leadership team, unless there is a risk that serious harm will be caused
to a person if the search is not done immediately, and where it is not practicable to summon
another member of staff.
Personal searches
Under Part 2, Section 2 of the Education Act 2011, teachers are authorised by the Executive
Headteacher to search for any prohibited item including but not limited to tobacco and cigarette
papers, as well as illegal drugs and alcohol without the consent of the pupil if they have reasonable
grounds for suspecting that the pupil is in possession of a prohibited item (outlined above).
If the search is detailed under “search of possessions” is not considered to be sufficient the
Executive Headteacher will contact the police and if possible the parent.
In the unlikely event that campus staff do conduct the search, these will be conducted by a same
sex member of staff with another same sex member of staff as a witness unless there is a risk that
serious harm will be caused to a person if the search is not conducted immediately, and where it is
not practicable to summon another member of staff.
Staff members may use such force as is reasonable given the circumstances when conducting a
search for alcohol, illegal drugs or tobacco products.
11. Involvement of the police
The school seeks to maintain good relationships with the police.
The school staff will not use police involvement as a threat during investigation of incidents, but
neither will they promise not to involve the police if criminal activity has occurred.
It will be for the Executive Headteacher to decide whether the police should be involved in any
given incident. Broadly speaking, the police may be contacted in cases of:







Actual bodily harm to students or staff.
Serious criminal damage.
Serious theft.
Possession or misuse of drugs (in this case, defined local authority procedures exist and will
be followed).
Bringing offensive weapons on site.
Misuse of social networking sites/unauthorised photography/videoing in school of
students/staff/uploading images to internet sites without permission.
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The police also have the right to enter the school and intervene in cases where they believe a
weapon may be being carried by an individual.
Parent/carers will be informed immediately if a decision is taken to contact the police. The
school will follow the guidance of the Home Office Circular 89/78 on Interrogation and the
Taking of Statements, thus it will be normal practice for police interviews to take place at school
only in the presence of parent/carer. Only in exceptional circumstances, where time is
important and the parent/carers cannot be contacted, will an interview be conducted in the
presence of the Executive Headteacher or Head of School or their nominee.
Staff will not obstruct the police in the execution of their duty.
The police have the right to enter the site without the permission of the Executive Headteacher
but would only exercise this right in exceptional circumstances.
12. Exclusions
Exclusions will only be used as a last resort and agreed only by the Executive Head teacher. A
student can be excluded for failing to meet Huntcliff’s non negotiable expectations. This can include
(but is not limited to):
 Persistent refusal
 Non compliance
 Verbal/ physical aggression towards a member of staff/student
 Physical violence towards a member of staff/student
 Dangerous behaviour which puts the student/other students/staff at risk of harm or injury
 Bullying of staff/student
 Possession of materials as described above or prohibited by school policy
 Behaviours as described above or prohibited by school policy
There are two types of exclusion –
1. A fixed period (to a maximum of 45 days in total in any one year).
2. Permanent –considered by a full Governing Body within 15 days from the commencement
of the exclusion.
Class teachers will set and monitor work for excluded students to do at home. On return to school
following a period of fixed term exclusion, parents will be invited to attend a re-admittance meeting
with their child to enable a discussion to take place about ways in which the student can be
supported to modify his/her behaviour. The student will be set targets they will be expected to
meet and placed on post exclusion report for the period of 1 week.
If the student was excluded for inappropriate behaviour in the Focus Room they will be expected
to complete a full day in the Focus Room before they return to lessons.
13. Parental conduct on site
All of our learners and staff have the right to work in a safe and secure environment in which they
are treated with respect. We expect all visitors to our site, or those who communicate with us via
telephone or email, to model the behaviours we expect of our learners. Any interactions that we
consider to be disrespectful, rude or aggressive are not acceptable and the Executive Headteacher
12

reserves the right to inform parents and visitors of this in a letter reminding them of the expected
conduct. If the incidents are repeated or severe, we reserve the right to refuse to engage with these
individuals and ban them from the site. Individuals will be notified of this by letter.
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Appendix 1 Huntcliff School non negotiable expectations

Huntcliff School
Non Negotiables
Classroom Expectations
Always show respect for others, the environment and yourself.
Always follow instructions given by any adult straight away
and without questioning.
Enter the classroom in a way which shows you are ready to work:
 On time
 Calm
 Equipped
 With homework
Do not speak when anyone else is and be an active listener.
Work productively and complete all tasks to the best of your ability.

Mobile phones are not allowed between arrival on the school site
and you leaving your period 6 lesson at the end of the day.
If mobile phones are seen between these times they will be confiscated.
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Huntcliff School
Non Negotiables
Expectations in School
Always show respect for others, the environment and yourself.
Always follow instructions given by any adult straight away
and without questioning.
Move safely around school:
 Walk on the left
 Do not push
 Give priority to students leaving a room / area before entering
Do not cause emotional distress or physical harm to others.
Be in the right place at the right time.

Mobile phones are not allowed between arrival on the school site and
you leaving your period 6 lesson at the end of the day.
If mobile phones are seen between these times they will be confiscated.
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Appendix 2 Uniform Standards for September 2016

“All

learners, always learning”
Uniform standards

Rationale
We have high expectations of our learners and feel a smart, professional and business like uniform
is appropriate, allowing the student body to have pride in their appearance and the image they
present of the school to the community and others.
Basic expectations

1. A blazer is to be worn at all times while moving around the school. Learners will be able to remove
the blazer with permission from staff once working in classrooms.
2. The school tie is to be worn at all times, and must reach the waistband of trousers or skirt when tied
with a sensible narrow knot. Large loose knots are not permitted. Ties should be worn directly over
the top button of the shirt. We have some clip-on ties available for those learners who genuinely
have physical difficulty tying a tie.
3. A plain white conventional school shirt must be worn by all learners. These must be free of branding,
tucked in at the waist and have all the buttons done up.
4. Trousers are to be dark grey. They should be straight or boot cut, and fall away from the knee and
as such not be skin tight, and have a flare at the ankle of at least 3cm. Trousers must not be fashion
items such as jeans, jean style, linen, skinny fit, leggings etc or include branding, accessories, brightly
coloured zips. If a belt is worn it must be plain black or grey.
5. Skirts are to be dark grey and pleated. They must be worn as knee length (i.e. not above the knee
cap when standing). Skirts must not be fashion items including branding, accessories, zips, etc. If
tights are worn they can be black, grey or nude but must be no more than 60 denier and plain,
without any patterning. Tights must cover the foot, and as such not be leggings. If no tights are worn,
then plain, white ankle socks must be worn (below the calf).
6. Jumpers are optional. If worn they must be plain, dark grey, v-neck and knitted (not sweatshirt) and
be free from branding and accessories.
7. Shoes should be flat, plain and completely black. No trainers/trainer style, including plimsolls, canvas
shoes and skate style shoes. As a guide they should be able to be polished.

Guidance
Many shops and learners will try and encourage parents/carers that certain styles of trousers, skirts
and particularly footwear are acceptable as school shoes. Please read our expectations carefully,
rather than being influenced by shops and/or your children.
In the summer, when the weather gets too warm, we will make a decision to inform all learners
that blazers and ties can be removed for comfort. This will be reviewed on a daily basis.
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Appendix 3 Home school agreement
It is our belief that the children in our care make the best possible progress when students,
parents/carers and the school work together to provide support. This home- school agreement
aims to outline our shared ambition to enable each student to achieve their best.
As a parent/carer I/we
As a student I will
As a school we will
will
> support my child's learning and try to
provide an environment in which my
child can do their homework
> encourage my child to take part in a
range of school activities

LEARNING and
HOMEWORK

> have a positive attitude to learning
> do my homework to the best of my
ability and hand it in on time

> provide the best possible opportunities for
learning
> provide appropriate homework that is assessed
in line with the school policy

BEHAVIOUR and
SAFETY

> show respect for all members of the
school and wider community and the
school environment
> respect and follow the school's
expectations
> maintain a high standard of behaviour
when representing the school in the
community
> tell a member of staff if anyone makes
me feel uncomfortable

> lead by example by showing respect for all
members of the school and wider community
> provide the best possible environment for
learning
> support students in understanding how to keep
themselves safe
> listen to a student who comes to a member of
staff with a concern and act appropriately on the
information according to the school’s policies

ATTENDANCE

> be at school every day unless there is a
good reason such as illness
> come to school on time

> check attendance and follow up with the student
and parent

UNIFORM AND
EQUIPMENT

> come to school properly equipped
> wear my uniform in the correct manner

> consult students and parents on significant
changes in uniform or equipment needs

> ensure that my child has the
equipment required for lessons and
activities and the appropriate uniform

> communicate with students and parents on
progress and behaviour
> communicate general and calendar information
on a regular basis
> consult with students and parents on major
changes which may affect them
> listen to students and parents and respond
appropriately to concerns

> read and act on any communication
concerning my child's progress or
behaviour
> ask the school if I need clarification or
further information
> do my best to attend consultation
evenings
> inform the school of any changes
which may affect my child's learning
> ensure that the school has current
contact information

COMMUNICATION

> use my planner to record my homework
> use my school email appropriately
> make sure I keep myself safe on the
internet and tell a teacher if I have any
concerns

> lead by example by showing respect
for all members of the school and wider
community
> encourage my child to respect and
follow the school's expectations
> encourage my child to act safely at all
times including when travelling to and
from school
> encourage my child to tell a member
of staff if they feel uncomfortable about
anything in school
> ensure that my child comes to school
as required and on time
> notify the school when that is not
possible
>
avoid where possible taking my child
out of school during term time and
consult with the school if I do have to
do so

Huntcliff School Home-School Agreement 2016

The student and parent/carer should sign this form and return it to the form tutor, who will also sign and then add it to the
student’s file.


I have read and understand the Home-School Agreement



I will aim to support the partnership between the school, student and parent/carer

Signed: _________________________ (Parent/carer)

Print name: _____________________________

Signed: _________________________ (Student)

Print name: _____________________________

Form: ________

Signed: _________________________ (Staff member on behalf of the school) Print name: _____________________________
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Appendix 4 Acceptable use policy
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Appendix 5 - The Use of Reasonable Minimum Force Policy
INTRODUCTION:
Guidance issued by the DfE in 2013 states:
‘Schools can use reasonable force to:
• remove disruptive children from the classroom where they have refused to follow an instruction
to do so;
• prevent a pupil behaving in a way that disrupts a school event or a school trip or visit;
• prevent a pupil leaving the classroom where allowing the pupil to leave would risk their safety
or lead to behaviour that disrupts the behaviour of others;
• prevent a pupil from attacking a member of staff or another pupil, or to stop a fight in the
playground; and
• restrain a pupil at risk of harming themselves through physical outbursts.’
(Use of Reasonable Force – Advice for Head teachers, staff and governing bodies – July 2013)
The DfE issued detailed guidance in 2012 which was reviewed in July 2013. The Campus guidance
below is based on the DfE guidance and must be followed by all staff. It is essential that you are
aware that the Children’s Act 1989 which states: ‘positive handling should be used rarely and only
to prevent a child from harming himself or others or from damaging property. Force should not be
used for any other purpose, nor simply to secure compliance with staff instruction.’
OBJECTIVES:
This policy aims to:
o Maintain the safety of children and staff
o Prevent serious breaches of Campus discipline
o Prevent serious damage to property
MINIMISING THE NEED TO USE FORCE:
Although preventative measures will not always work there are a number of steps which all staff
can use to help to reduce the likelihood that the power to use force will need to be exercised:
o Developing the effective relationships with children that are central to good order
o Creating a calm, orderly and supportive environment
o Developing the social and emotional awareness of children to teach them how to manage
conflict and strong feelings
o Recognising that challenging behaviours are often foreseeable
o De-escalating incidents if they do arise: communicating calmly with children, using nonthreatening verbal and body language and ensuring that the child can see a way out
o Wherever practicable warning a child that force may have to be used before using it
o Only using force when the risks involved in doing so are outweighed by the risks involved in
not using force
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DECIDING IF USE OF FORCE WOULD BE APPROPRIATE:
Decisions on whether the precise circumstances of an incident justify the use of force must be
reasonable. Typically such decisions need to be made quickly with little time for reflection.
Nevertheless staff need to make the clearest possible judgements about:
o The seriousness of the incident, assessed by the effect of the injury, damage or disorder
which is likely to result if force is not used. The greater the potential for injury, damage or
disorder, the more likely it is that using force may be justified
o The chances of achieving the desired result by other means. The lower the probability of
achieving the desired result by other means, the more likely it is that the use of force may
be justified.
o The relative risks associated with physical intervention compared with using other
strategies. The smaller the risks associated with physical intervention compared with using
other strategies, the more likely it is that the use of force may be justified.
.
SALTBURN LEARNING CAMPUS GUIDANCE:
1.

The use of any form of physical contact with, or force on a child by a member of staff is
fraught with both legal and professional hazards for that person, and should only be used:
 when any other course of action would be deemed likely to fail
 as a last resort where all other courses of action have failed
 with the minimum degree of intrusion required to resolve the situation

2.

In such situations only reasonable minimum force must be used and only if:
 The member of staff is acting to prevent serious injury to the student or others
 The member of staff is acting to prevent serious damage to property
 The member of staff is acting in self defence

3.

Staff should be absolutely clear in their minds that the situation is an emergency, with
potential consequences of serious injury to one or more participants, or serious damage
to property if immediate action is not taken

4.

Physical force should never be used to deal with disruptive children or as part of behaviour
management, except in the extreme and particular circumstances outlined above

5.

Particular attention must be given to the age, understanding, difficulties or emotional
state of the child involved

6.

The child should be warned quietly but clearly and firmly, of the likelihood of reasonable
minimum force being used

USING FORCE:
The DfE guidance 2012 states:
“’Reasonable in the circumstances’ means using no more force than is needed”
“It is always unlawful to use force as a punishment”
Before using force staff should wherever practicable tell the child to stop misbehaving and
communicate in a calm measured manner throughout the incident. Staff should not give the
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impression of acting out of anger or frustration, or to punish a child, and should make it clear that
physical contact or restraint will stop as soon as it ceases to be necessary.
The types of force used could include:
o Passive physical contact resulting from standing between children or blocking a child’s path
o Active physical contact such as:
o Leading a child by the hand or arm
o Ushering a child away by placing a hand in the centre of the back
o In more extreme circumstances e.g. to prevent high or immediate risk of death or serious
injury, using a more restrictive hold
However:
o Staff should make every effort to avoid acting in a way that might reasonably be expected
to cause injury
o Staff should always avoid touching or restraining a child in a way that could be interpreted
as sexually inappropriate conduct
SALTBURN LEARNING CAMPUS GUIDANCE:
7.

Staff should not act in a way that might reasonably be expected to cause injury, (for
example, in any way that could restrict breathing), so the least personally invasive method
of reasonable minimum force should be employed

8.

Staff should always seek help immediately, and if possible have another member of staff
present as a witness before taking action

RECORDING AND REPORTING INCIDENTS:
It is essential that where any degree of force has been used a proper record is kept. This will prevent
misunderstanding or misinterpretation of an incident and provide a record for any future enquiry.
In deciding whether an incident is significant and requires a written record the following points
should be considered:
o Did the incident cause injury or distress to a child or member of staff?
o Even though there was no apparent injury or distress was the incident sufficiently serious in
its own right to require a written record? Any use of a restrictive hold would fall into this
category
o Is a written record needed to be able to justify the use of force?
o Is a record needed to help identify patterns in the child’s behaviour?
o Were other agencies involved such as the police?
SALTBURN LEARNING CAMPUS GUIDANCE:
9.

Details of the incident must be recorded on a copy of the attached form. A decision as to
further action will be made by the Head of School in liaison with the Executive
Headteacher if required

POST INCIDENT SUPPORT:
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For the protection of staff and children it is essential that the incident is followed through in detail.
This will include consideration of whether it was appropriate to use force, whether the situation
could have been avoided and what responsibility the child must take for the incident. It is also
important that staff and child receive any necessary medical attention to ensure that there is clarity
over what injuries if any were sustained.
SALTBURN LEARNING CAMPUS GUIDANCE:
10.

All injuries must be recorded in accordance with Campus procedures.

11.

The child and member of staff should be given the opportunity to talk through the incident
afterwards.

12.

The parent/guardian of the child must be informed of the incident as soon as possible.

POWER TO SEARCH PUPILS WITHOUT CONSENT
The 2012 guidance allows Head teachers and authorised staff to “use such force as is reasonable
given the circumstances to conduct a search for the following prohibited items:
 Knives and weapons
 Alcohol
 Illegal drugs
 Stolen items
 Tobacco and cigarette papers
 Fireworks
 Pornographic images
 Any article that has been or is likely to be used to commit an offence, cause personal injury
or damage to property”
SALTBURN LEARNING CAMPUS GUIDANCE:
13.

Only the Executive Head teacher or Heads of School may carry out or authorise to be
carried out such searches, and must do so in line with the DfE Guidance ‘Screening,
searching and confiscation’

COMPLAINTS AND ALLEGATIONS:
The Education Act in no way removes the possibility of parental complaint, referral under Child
Protection legislation or internal disciplinary action. In fact it reaffirms the illegality of corporal
punishment. An action seen as ‘reasonable’ by the member of staff may be viewed very differently
by the parent, with all the attendant problems. It is therefore vital to follow the guidelines given,
and use reasonable force only in the circumstances given in the bullet points 1 to 6 above.
It is essential that the procedures for reporting and following through incidents are followed to
ensure that full documentation is available to the Head of School and Executive Headteacher in the
event that a complaint is made.
MONITORING AND REVIEW:
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The number of incidents where force is used will be monitored and each case considered for
implications for staff training or review of guidance to children. This policy will be reviewed
biennially or earlier should legislation change.
Approved by EHT:

April 2016

Review date:

April 2018

Appendix 6 General Guidance over Appearance
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Huntcliff School
General guidance over appearance


No accessories allowed other than a plain black or grey belt.



The only jewellery that may be worn is a watch and one pair of small plain stud earrings, one in each ear
lobe. Larger piercings in other parts of the ear are unacceptable.



No visible facial or body piercings are acceptable e.g. nose, eyebrows, tongue and lips.



Make up should not be visible.



Nail varnish is not permitted.



Extremes of hair colour are not permitted. Students should only have natural hair colour(no artificial
red, blue, green, pink, grey, white, etc)



Extreme haircut styles or length are unacceptable.



Hair decorations should be unobtrusive and discrete.



Skin should be clear from artificial markings such as henna tattoos, transfers and pen marks.
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